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SuttH】mary
There is presented the haIF of the investigation that had been carried Out on
the flow around and the aerodynamic force acting on a circular cylinder 、vith
tangential iniectiOn Of air.The coefficients of the aerodynamic forces were fou―
nd to peculiarly behave according to the position of the slot especially when the
intensity of the injectiOn is weak.
l lntrOduction
lt has been well known that when the iet iS injected to the tangential direction
on the circular cylinder, it flows along the cylinder. This is the sO‐called Coanda
effectⅢ Ⅲlaking use of it, we can control the boundary layor and get the high lift
on a circular cylinder. DunhaHll)and others carried out the investigation on this
Subiect. It is also tried to increase the lift‐drag ratio by the other researchers,2)
However, Vヽe can scarcely find the detailed investigation that the position of the
slot is extensively variOd at small value of C/7, especially in the flo、v with good
t、vo―dilnensionality.
In this report, the experilnental investigation has been systematically carried
out on the flow around the circular cylinder and aerodynanlic force acting on it
、vhen the intensity of iet and the position of slot are varied at rather small Rey…
nolds number,、vhile two―dilnensionality of the flo、v being carefully kept.
2 Nomenclature
● :MOmmm∞ずidttt tt he卜(=緋 )
CL
CD
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ρrI
ρデ
ρ7
A半
A
y
TT/デ
為
P71 PreSsure inside the circular cylinder
T :Absolute temperature in the wind tunnel
T7:Absolute temperature of the compressed air
θデ : POsitiOn of the slot(see Fig. 1)
θ, θd♂,,θs′ :Angle measured fro■l the vertical plane passing through the axis of
the circular cylinder, the angles of the separation point and the stag‐
nation point respectively (dOWnstrea■l is plus)
D , I)iameter of the circular cylinder
R,b: Radius and span of the circular cylinder
饒?∞Л ttt coefidttt(言¬が背署多万)
Drag coefadttt(=鵜
)
醜 tic‐∬esswe coefficient(=排
)
Static‐pressure coefficient of the base pressure
Atmospheric density(専五赤をT―)
Den?ty of the卜(=ρ7(号紡)ギ)
Density of the compressed air inside circular cylinder
Coefficient of kinematic viscosity
Specific gravity of alcohol
Specific‐heat ratio
Effective aspect ratio of the end plate
Aspect ratio of the end plate
Velocity of the、vind tunnel
Velocity of the jet
Atinospheric pressure
?
?
?
S
′
カ
Z
ノ
Fr
R。
Width of the slot
Length of the end plate
Height of the end plate
Distance froni the center of the span in the spanwise direction (starbOard
is plus)
Distance of the wall in the radial direction
Gas constant of air
Reynolds number(=鐸
)
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3 ExPeri=nental
Fig。 l sho、vs thO section of the model cylinder. The small cylinder, 251nm in di‐
ameter, is tangentially in contact 、vith the inside of the large pipe, 100■lln in dia―
meter and this small cylinder makes a part of the nozzle 、vall.
The jet is iniected frOnl the slot along the large cylinder. The slot has a conStant
、vidth, 0.55■lln wide, over the whole span,
The outside of model cylinder is made like a Hlirror surface by chrome‐plating.
The cylinder is 404m■1 long in the span■vise direction and has 35 static―pres ure
holes on the circumference at the center of the span.
The end plates with aerofoil section are insta1led at both ends bf the cylinder
(see Fig,2).ThoSe dimensions are 62mm thick,726mm long and 362mal high.
Fttg.2 Circular cylinder with end plates,
Fig.l cross‐sectin of the circular cylinder.
The struts are connected with the cylinder in the inside of the end plates and
are fixed on the thr∝‐components balance after passing through the bottorn of the
end plates and the floor of the、vind tunnel.
The inside of the strut is hollow through、vhic  the compressed air is supplied
、vith into the cylinder. The test section of the、vind tunnel has the di=nension of
l.0×0.7m in the cross―se tion and is l.5m bng. The maxilnu■l tunnel speed is me_
asured about 52m/s,3)
The measurements of the aerodyna■lic force and the velocity distribution 、vere
made with the three―compon nts balance and the total―pressure pitot tube respecti―
vely.
The experilnents were carried out under the comparatively low Rη that is 3.2×
105, sinCe it was found frOm our prelilninary experiments and Tanner's one4)that
if the boundary layer were turbulent, it 、vas difficult to keep the t、vo‐dilnensiona‐
lity of the flow.
To observe the influence of買9, th  m asurements、vere made at the other 買?'
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s,too,that is,2.6x105 and l,9×105.
Tle measurements of the aerodynamic force were made at the six positions of
the slot, that is,θデ= -40°, -20°,O°, 10°, 20° and 30° by properly varying Cμ
from O thrOugh about O.46.
The static‐pressure distribution in the flow direction (the circumferencial direc‐
tiOn)Were measured in each case.
To deterlnine the aerodyna■lic force cting on the cylinder alone,we made t、vo
kinds of measurements as follows,
First, the tare, that is, the aerodynaolic force acting on the strut and end plates
fitco were measured without the cylinder.
Secondly, the aerodyna■lic force acting on the cylinder together with the strut
and the end plates etc, were measured. Then, the aerodyna。lic force on the
cylinder a10ne was obtained by subtracting the former values frona the latter
ones.
Therefore, we can not avoid a little error in the drag. To be sure, the lift and
drag、vere calculated fro■l the static‐pressure distribution, too.
4 Results and DiscussiOn
Fig。 3 shows the values of cL and CD WhiCh were measured by the balance whe_
ras Fig. 4 shows the values calculated from the static‐pressur  distribution. Both
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Fig.3 Lift(below)and drag(abOVe)cOef_
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Fig,4 Lift(be10W)and drag (abOVe)cOeFac―
ients due to static PresSure.
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ficients by the battance.
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values of CL agree with each other, while the tendencies of both CD'S
but their values are different from each other, the reasons of which are
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res mbl
thought
as follows,
First, it is evident that the flo、v over the cy inder surface is nearly two dil■en‐
sional fro■l the measurement of the velocity distribution (to be published) that
、vas made at the same tiine as the measurement of the aerodyna■lic force.
Second, we have the following empirical formula on the effective aspect ratio
due to the end plates,
, which gives A半≒ 57 in our model, so that it is also known that the flo、v around
the cylinder is nearly two‐dil■nsional.
Therefore, something other than the three‐dilnensionality of the flow is to be the
main reason of the discrepancy bet、veen the values of CL and CD meaSured by the
balance and calculated from the static‐pressure distr bution. In this model used
for the experilnent, the aerodynaH?c force acting On the cylinder must be the res‐
ultant One of the force due to the static pressure on the cylinder surface and the
thrust due to the reaction of the iet at the outlet of the slot,
Therefore, Cと and CD are eXpressed as follows.
CL tt CLS―L丁               (2)
CD=CDS~CDJ               (3)
where CデL = crt sin α, Cp′ = Cμ cosα,  = 23.37° 一 θデ and CLS and CDS are the
lift and drag coefficients due to the static pressure on the cylinder respectviely,
CをS and CDS are the lift and drag coefficients calculated from the static‐pr ssure
distribution and CL and CD are the lift and drag coefficients by the balance,
In the above equations, it is found that Cをァand Cっ′are proportional to Cμ, ifθデ
is fixed.
Therefore the values measured by the balance and calculated from the static‐
pressure distribution are nearly equal to each other.
On the other hand, the proportion of CDS in CD iS large and it is clear froHl the
equation(3)that CDデiS Small in case of the small θデbut is large、vhen θ′ is large.
And Cりbecomes large proportionany to crι・
Hence, the larger the θ′ is and the larger the CP is, the smaner the value of CD
measured by the balance is in comparison with the value of CD CalCulated from
the static―pressure distribution (see Fig, 3.).
The qualitative analysis as mentioned above does not explain the difference bet‐
ween the values measured by the balance and those calculated fro■l the static‐pre‐
ssure distribution in case of Cμ=0, for exsample see Figs. 3 and4. This difference
seems due to the method to have deterHlined the aerodyna■lic force acting on the
cylinder and the experimental error,、vh ch must especially make the errOr of CD
??
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large.
Froni the fact mentioned above, the values of Cをデand CDJ added to the values of
CLS and CDS CalCulated fronl the static‐pressure distr bution seems nearer the true
values than those measured by the balance.
4-1 0n the lift coefficient, Cと
It is seen from Fig, 4 that CL On the cylinder peculiarly behaves at small Cμ de_
pending on each θy,
In case of θ′≦ -20°,as CFt inCreases starting from O(at Cμ=0,the e is no in‐
jection of jet)cL deCreases once, reaches the ■linimum value and increases again.
On the other hand,in case of θデ≧≧O°, aS Cμincreases a little from O, cを inCreases
rapidly and increases by degrees after Crt reaches about O.06, 、vhich results in the
high lift by a little iniectiOn of air.
To make the follo、ving analysis easy, the section is divided into two subsections,
that is,(1)The case of θJこ≦ -20° and(2)「rhe case of θ′ ≧ 0°.
(1)The case of θ′≦ -20°
It is known that the la■linar and turbulent separations generaHy occur at θ≒…20°
～0°and 20°～40°on the cylinder in the uniforin floTv respectively. frhis experilment is
mainly carried out on Rヮ=3.2×105,so that the boudary layer is thought as la■lina .
This is evident from the curve of Cμ=O in Fig.5c for θデ≧O°.
Ho、vever, 、vhen θデ:≦-20°, the larninar flo、v passed the slot turns to the turbulent
flow by the slot、vhich plays the role of a tripwire.
There are many evidences of the turbulent boundary layer,
First, the negative pressure of the upper side having the slot is very large, whi‐
ch is seen fronl the curv6 0f Cμ= O in Fig。5a.
Secondly, the separation point moves to downstrea■l to about 25°～30° in Fig。 8.
Thirdly, the base pressure is higher than that in the la■linar separation(see Fig.
10)。
On the other hand, the boundary layer is still laglinar on the lower side of the
cylinder(the side without the slot), so that the separation point of the lo、ver side
will be relatively more upstreaHl than that of the upper side.
Thereby, the static―pressure distributions on the upper and lo、ver sides of the
cylnder are asymetric. For example, this is obvious from the curve of Crr= 0
when θ′= _40°in Fig.5a.
Therefore, the circulation is generated around the cylinder and the front―stagna‐
tion pOint, θsん Will farther move to the negative side of θ than - 90°.  Thi  is
made sure in Fig.9, that is, when Cμ= 0, the front―stagnation point moves to the
negative side of θ by about 2.5°～5° fronl - 90°. Hence, the lift exists even in C“
=0。
!.O
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(a)θ′=-40。 .
CP
(b)彎=-20° (C)θチ=0°
(d) θy=10° (e)θ′=20°
Fig.5 Static‐pressure distributions.
(1)θデ=30°
Next, 、vhen the air is iniected but Cμ s very sman, the velocity of the iet iS
lo、ver than the velocity of the boundary layer of the main floTv, hence, the,et can
not increase the momentum of the boundary layer in the flow direction but decr・
eases it, 、vhich therefore turns out to be the earlier separation than when Cr= 0.
It is obvious fro■l the fact that the separation point moves to upstreana as seen
in Fig. 8. Fig。 10 indicates the silnilar result, too.
Fig.6 sho、vs the static‐pressure distribution around the cylinder、vhen θ丁= -40°
and C″ is very small.
釘=O
毎=0147
C″=0.285
り=O.437
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Fig.6 Static‐pressure distributions at
Small CFt'S When θデ=-40。.
The curved of Cr= 0,035 and O.068 in
the figure sho、v, the negative pressure
right after the slot is decreased from
that of Cμ= O and that the separation
point tends to move upstream.
Hence, as the citculation around the
cylinder is decreased frOm that of Cμ =
0, the front‐stagnation point is to appr‐
oach the point of θ 事 - 90°.  This is
indicated in Fig,9.
Therefore when Cr is very little, the
lift is seen to decreased by injecting
air as in Fig. 4.
On the other hand, as qι i cre es
furthёr, it is evident・that all cを'S inCr‐
case in the same way independently of
θァ(see Fig。 3 and Fig.4).
This corresponds to the fact that the
curves of θ∫ヮ,of each θデ are mutually,
nearly parallel、vhen C/r iS large as in
Fig.8.
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Table l indicates the intervals between the adjacent curves corresponding to
each θデ in case of CP三≧ 0。15 of Fig. 8,
Frolx this Table, it is seen more clearly that θ∫。,moves parallely corresponding
tO θァ.
(2)The caSe of θデ≧≧ O°
In this case, as there is not a slot corresponding to the trip、vire in θ < O°, the
boundary layer around the cylinder must have separated before the slot and it is
found that the boundary layer has really separated at about - 14°～ - 24°, wh n
Cμ= O in Fig. 8.
Though the separation occurs without the influence of the slot, there is a stagg_
ering Of the separation points. This is thought due to the experiinental error.
It is thought duc to the same reason that the front‐stagnation points a e not at
-90°(See Fig.9).
Ho、vever, it is obvious that the flo、v is symetric on the upper and lower sides
of the cylinder as seen fro■l the curve of Cμ= O in Fig. 5c.Therefore, the lift is
not generated on the cylinder in this case (see Fig. 4).
If the air is iniected into the flow that has separated, the boundary layer is
given the momentunl in the flo、v direction even at very small Cμ, is reattached to
the surface of the cylinder and the separation point moves largely to do、vns ream
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(see Fig.8)。
The rapid increase of CPb in Fig. 10 too corresponds to the large movement of
the separation point to do、vnstream.
And the static‐pressure distributions of Figs. 5c, 5d, 5e, 5f, too, if the jet of
small Cry iS iniected, sho、v that t e parts of the negative pressure become quickly
large and the separation point largely moves to downstream。
Hence, the front‐stag ation point fairly largely moves to the negative side of θ
(see Fig。9).
So, the circulation around the cylinder in this case is larger than in case of Cμ
= O and the lift increases rapidly.
As cμ is gradually increased, CL ShOWS the silnilar tendency as the case of θ′
<-20°,that is,the larger the θ′ is,the larger the CL iS at the same Crr.
Fig。 7 sho、vs the curves CP vs, θ of
the various θF at Cμ= 0,231 ± 0.005.
It is seen fro■l this figure that the lar‐
ger the θ′ is, the larger the negative
pressure is and that the separation poi‐
nt correspondingly moves to downstrea‐
In.
That is, this corresponds to the fact
that the larger the θデ is the larger the
CL iS・
On the other hand, the curves of Cと
vs. Cμ at each θデ are alinost mutually
parallel.
This can be guessed from Fig. 8 and
Table l too.
That is,when●ι is large, the incre‐
ment of CL With θデ is almost indepen‐
dent of Cμ and is deter■lin d by only
the relative value of分.
Therefore,、vh n Cμis large, CL iS tO
be expressed as CL=デ(CFr)+g(鈴)
-40
whereデ(Crr)and g(θデ)mOnOtOnically increase with oμ and tt respectively.Hence,
it is clear that the larger the 9′ ls, th  better the efficiency of the power required
lS.
4-2 0n the drag coefficient, CD
It is shown in Fig。 4 that CD behaVes peculiarly at small C/1 depending on each
分 in the similar way as働.
OJ-4ぴ
O」-2ぴ
eJ=o°
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Fig.7 Static‐pressure distributions at
various θ√'  when CP=0.231.
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Fig。9 Angles Of frontぃstagnation,cints.
(1)The case of θデ≦ -20°
As Cμ increases starting from O, CD
tends to increase once and to decrease
after reaching the maxiinum value.
IThen CP is further increased, CD te―
nds to increase again after passing the
local minimum(see Fig.4).
Generany, the drag based on the pre‐
ssure difference on the cylinder surface
in the direction of the main flow plays
the important role in the drag.
In this experiinent, the thrust due to
Symbols
?
?。?。?。?。?
Symbolsq-40-20
O
10
20
30
Fig。lo Base‐pressure coefficients。
Table l lncrement of θs,´whenθアvaries.
Cμ
0,15 12.2
0.25 14.5
0,30 15。1
0,35 15.8
0,40 16.8
0,45 18.2
Average15,2」L3.0
|-40～
-201-20～0 1 0～10 1 10～2 20 ～ 30
the reactionary force of the jet makes a part of the drag.
But, the value of CD excluding the thrust can be qualitatively discussed, since
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the thrust is proportional to C/B.
Hence, the strength of the drag is deterHlined by the size of the wake and the
negative pressure right after the slot.
Therefore, taking account of the influences of the wake and the negative press‐
ure after the slot on the drag, ve proceed with our discussion.
In case of分=-40°,as described in牛1,as CrP increases starting from O,the
separation point moves to upstream and after reaching the a?niinum value, it mo‐
ves to downstream,vhen Cμ iS Small(See Fig.8),
Hencё, the larger the CP is, the larger the wake becomes and after reaching the
maximum value the wake decreases its size.
It is thought froni the static‐pressure distribution of Fig. 6 that the negative
pressure right after the slot is small, hence, the drag due to the wake plays a
main role in the total drag, 、vhen Cμis small.
Therefore, it is thought that CD Varies corresponding to the size of the、vake.
That is,when Cμ increases starting from O,CD reaChes the lmaximum valuc once
and decreases again.
As cμ is further increased, the separation point moves to farther do、vnstream
and the wake becomes smaner(see Fig.8).
Whereas, it is seen from the static_pressure distribution (see Fig. 5a) that the
negative pressure after the sIOt gradually increases as cμ increases,And, this ne‐
gative pressure pulls the cylinder ahead, and decreases the drag acting on the cyl‐
lnder.
But, it is evident fro■l the igure that aFter reaching the first local mattiinum
once, the negative pressure decreases, then it increases again ancl passes the second
local maxilnum and it decreases.
The positiOn of the second local maxlinunl moves to the farther positive side as
Cμ becomes larger,which evidently results in more drag。
Therefore, it is thought that when Cμis large, CD iS nearly constant independent
of Crz from the viewpoint mentioned above.
CD in CaSe of分= -20° behaves similarly as in case Of θ′= -40° when CP is
small, but、vhOn Cμis large, the static―pre sure distribution is qualitatively equal
to the static‐pressure distribution of θ′= -40° parallely moved by 20° to the pos‐
itive direction of θ(see Fig. 5b).
Hence,the drag becomes larger than that iOf θデ= _40° and CD inCreases by
degrees as Cμ is increased.
12)The caSe Of分≧ O°
As described in 4-1,when CP increases starting fron1 0, the separation point ino‐
ves largely to downstream (see Fig.8)and the wake is sma■at the sman Cμ.
Moreover, the negative pressure right after the slot is not so large either(see
Figs.5c,5d, 5e,5f,)and the drag decreases in comparison with the drag at Cr=0。
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However, as Cμi increased, the separation point moves to farther downstream
(see Fig. 8). And the negative pressure after the slot becomes very large as seen
frottl the static‐pressure distributions of Figs. 5c, 5d, 5e and 5f。
Hence, it is thought that the negative pressure after the siot has dominant infト
uence on the drag acting on the cylinder in this case, Therefore, CD increases rap‐
idly as(,μ increases、vh n Cμis large.
4-3 Lift‐drag ratio, Cと/CD
Since this is the ratio of the lift to
the drag, what 、vas described in 4-1
and 4-2 appears exaggerated (see Fig.
11。)
Froni the figure, CL/CD reaChes the
ma?mum value atsome point of CP>
0.4 when θデ≦≦ ―‐20°, and its value is
large too.
It is sho、vn that the larger θデ is, CL
/CD reaChes the maxilnum value at the
smaller Cμ. Fig。1l Liftttdrag ratiOs.
5 Conclusion
lt is concluded fronl the discussion that
l)there exists a large negative pressure right after the slot.
2)when CP iS Small,
(1)in Case of θ′E≦ -20°, CL decreases once, reaches the local ■linimuna and inc‐
reases whereas CD increases once, gets to the local maxll■um and decreases as
CP increases starting from O.
(2)in caSe of θ′E≧O°, CL inCreases, first, rapidly and, second, gradually 、vhereas
CD deCreases once, gets to the local lninlinum and increases as Crt increases
starting fro■10.
3)when C″ iS large, CL iS quantatively expressed by the equation, Cと=デ (Cμ)十
g oD wn掩寿 ぉЙ電∝at the ttrger分.
の the larger● 主s,CL/CつgetS itS ma?mu  valuc at the smaller CP and,in fact,
the maximum point of Cと/CD atθデ事 -40°Wi■be at some point of CP>0.4.
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